Models 906 & 926

**S E L F - S E R V I C E C O I N B E N E F I T S**

Your choice of full sort or mixed output

---

**Customer-friendly Features**

Simple Two Button Operation and Easy to Read Prompting Display

Automatic Coin Feed
Safely feeds coin, providing a more sanitary environment while reducing the chance of user injury

Alloy Count Sensor Technology
Accurately counts all six U.S. denominations and automatically rejects foreign coins and slugs back to user

Quiet
Noise-reducing materials throughout

Optimum Speed
To meet noise reduction requirements and allow proper time to cross sell products and services

---

**Teller-friendly Features**

Interactive Touch Screen Display
Enhances balancing, bag removal and reporting functionality — giving tellers instant access for bag status, end-of-day reports and transaction history

Pull-out Shelf
Easy teller access to the entire counting and sorting mechanism

Simple Receipt Roll Replacement

Continuous Cleaning Mechanisms
Remove sand and other small objects during counting process; Automatic debris ejection system removes non-coin debris to trash receptacle

Bag Management Section
Direct access to all bags through secure doors; coins feed directly into bags at floor level, minimizing lifting which allows for easy bag removal

---

**S P E C I F I C A T I O N S**

- **Coins Counted**
  - U.S.: 1¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢ and $1 (SBA)
  - Canada: 1¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, $1 and $2

- **Counting Speed**
  Up to 850 coins per minute

- **Coin Input**
  Automatic feed

- **Coin Recognition**
  5th generation alloy count sensor technology detects coins by 16 different parameters for the highest degree of accuracy

- **Automatic Debris System**
  Standard

- **Error Status Messaging**
  Languages
  - English; English & Spanish; English & French

---

**Y O U R C H O I C E O F O U T P U T**

**Model 906**
Full sort with exact bag stops for 6 bags, configurable in single/double bags by denomination, programmable for Federal Reserve half or full bags

**Model 926**
Mixed output to 6 bags
Programmable by weight or piece count

- **Accuracy**
  99.995%

- **Sound Level**
  56 db

- **Approximate Dimensions**
  27½” W x 23¼” D x 44½” H
  (68½” H with optional sign)

  *Note 1: Allow 2” additional depth for power supply on back side of unit

  *Note 2: Allow up to 1” in potential height above indicated measurements for leveling feet

- **Net Weight**
  220 lbs

- **Power Source**
  External 24v power supply with low voltage for reduced power consumption

- **Operating Temperature Limits**
  +41° to 104° F (0° to +40° C)

- **Options “More Choices”**
  - Rear access
  - Sign holder
  - Deck mounted inspection tray
  - Custom colors & wraps
  - Digital marketing
  - Host communications software

Specifications are approximate and subject to change
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Magner Corporation of America
41 West Street
Middlefield, Connecticut USA 06455
Phone: (800) 243-2624
Fax: (860) 349-1257
Email: solutions@magner.com
www.selfservicecoin.com